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Abstract
Background: Change and sustain talks (negative and positive comments) on gambling have been relevant for determining
gamblers’ outcomes but they have not been used to clarify the abstinence process in anonymous gambler meetings.
Objective: The aim of this study was to develop a change talk model for abstinence based on data extracted from web-based
anonymous gambler chat meetings by using an automatic change talk classifier.
Methods: This study used registry data from the internet. The author accessed web-based anonymous gambler chat meetings
in Japan and sampled 1.63 million utterances (two-sentence texts) from 267 abstinent gamblers who have remained abstinent for
at least three years and 1625 nonabstinent gamblers. The change talk classifier in this study automatically classified gamblers’
utterances into change and sustain talks.
Results: Abstinent gamblers showed higher proportions of change talks and lower probability of sustain talks compared with
nonabstinent gamblers. The change talk model for abstinence, involving change and sustain talks, classified abstinent and
nonabstinent gamblers through the use of a support vector machine with a radial basis kernel function. The model also indicated
individual evaluation scores for abstinence and the ideal proportion of change talks for all participants according to their previous
utterances.
Conclusions: Abstinence likelihood among gamblers can be increased by providing personalized evaluation values and indicating
the optimal proportion of change talks. Moreover, this may help to prevent severe mental, social, and financial problems caused
by the gambling disorder.
(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(6):e24088) doi: 10.2196/24088
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Introduction
Many individuals experience addictive disorders such as
problematic drinking and gambling, and they require treatment
to reduce the severity of their resulting mental and social
problems [1,2]. One treatment option for such disorders is
anonymous self-help group meetings, which have been proven
to be as effective as standardized psychotherapies received in
https://www.jmir.org/2021/6/e24088
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clinical settings [3]. Recent studies have shown that the
abstinence process in anonymous self-help group meetings and
standardized psychotherapies is similar [4], and the key factor
in both treatments is to motivate participants to cease their
addictive behaviors [5]. Studies have noted that individuals’
motivation can be measured by classifying their utterances
during therapy at individual web-based [6] and offline group
settings [7]. Further, their utterances can be automatically
J Med Internet Res 2021 | vol. 23 | iss. 6 | e24088 | p. 1
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classified using a machine-learned classifier [8]. Thus, the
abstinence process in web-based anonymous self-help group
meetings can be clarified through machine-learned classification
of utterances. However, the web-based abstinence process is
unclear [5] despite its usefulness in terms of ease-of-use [9] and
few damages caused by prejudice [10]. To clarify the abstinence
process, a change talk model for abstinence was developed in
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this study based on the utterances of anonymous web-based
gamblers through the use of a machine-learned classifier. The
talk model developed in this study can be used to visualize the
abstinence process of a gambler and specify his/her individual
abstinence likelihood as well as the type of utterance that will
encourage or prevent him/her from depending on his/her
previous utterances (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Change talk model for abstinence colored by evaluation values. Red areas indicate low abstinence likelihood areas (negative evaluation
values), whereas blue areas indicate high abstinence likelihood areas (positive evaluation values). Horizontal and vertical lines represent standardized
number of change and sustain talks, respectively. A: Scatter map of gamblers with and without current abstinent periods of at least three years. Blue
circles and red Xs indicate abstinent and nonabstinent gamblers, respectively. B: Optimal recovery routes for 3 gamblers. Blue lines indicate 3 gamblers’
continuous optimal ways to increase their likelihood of gambling abstinence responding to their minute status differences. To clarify the meanings of
the number of change and sustain talks, the numbers were unstandardized in the following cases. The beginner gambler (ID# 2665) started at 1 change
talk and 1 sustain talk with evaluation value –1.000 and finished at 1657.16 change talks and 351.31 sustain talks with evaluation value –0.588 after
500 trials. The evaluation value at the end remained negative, thereby indicating low likelihood of gambling abstinence. The best portion of change
talks (number of change talks/number of change and sustain talks) for the beginner (ID# 2665) during web-based anonymous gambler chat meetings
was regarded as 0.8254. The intermediate gambler (ID# 1008) started at 3396 change talks and 259 sustain talks with evaluation value –0.063 and
finished at 4290.42 change talks and 787.67 sustain talks with evaluation value +2.815 after 500 trials. The evaluation value at the end turned positive,
thereby indicating high likelihood of abstinence. The best portion of change talks for the intermediate gambler (ID# 1008) during web-based anonymous
gambler chat meetings was regarded as 0.6285.

The theoretical framework used in this study is the
self-perception theory [11]. This theory assumes that individuals
are persuaded by their own utterances and will thus behave in
accordance with it. Individuals with drug addiction who
continuously stated that they would not use drugs during therapy
showed lower drug reuse after 1 year compared with those who
did not make such statements [12]. Similarly, individuals with
alcohol addiction who continuously stated that they would drink
during therapy indicated higher alcohol reuse after 1 year
compared with those who did not make such statements [13].
These findings indicate that individuals’ negative and positive
comments on addictive behaviors were related to their improved
and worse outcomes, respectively [14].
Based on these findings, motivational interviewing, a
well-known method of motivating participants to cease addictive
behaviors, classifies negative comments about addictive
behaviors (eg, “Gambling is a waste of time”) and positive
comments about ceasing addictive behaviors (eg, “I can save
money because I stopped gambling”) together as “change talk”
[14,15]. The results of a meta-analysis of motivational
interviews showed that the proportion of participants’ change
talks during therapy was linked with improved outcomes for
https://www.jmir.org/2021/6/e24088
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addictive behaviors [16]. Studies have shown that abstinent
drug users showed more change talks during therapy compared
with nonabstinent drug users [17]. Similarly, abstinent gamblers
also showed more change talks during therapy compared with
nonabstinent gamblers [18]. These findings indicate that
gamblers’ change talks are linked with their improved outcomes.
Motivational interviewing also classifies positive comments
about addictive behaviors (eg, “Gambling is the best game for
me”) and negative comments about ceasing addictive behaviors
(eg, “Since I stopped gambling, I've become more irritable”)
together as “sustain talk” [14,19,20]. The results of a
meta-analysis of motivational interviews showed that the number
of participants’ sustain talks during therapy was linked with
negative outcomes for addictive behaviors [16]. Another
meta-analysis including dissertations also confirmed the relation
of sustain talks with negative outcomes [21]. One more study
showed that gamblers’ sustain talks were related with their
negative outcomes [22]. These findings indicate that gamblers’
sustain talks are linked with their negative outcomes.
The change and sustain talk classifications were primarily
utilized for face-to-face motivational interviewing therapy
settings [16,21-23]; however, recent studies have applied the
J Med Internet Res 2021 | vol. 23 | iss. 6 | e24088 | p. 2
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classification to other standardized individual therapies [24],
group therapies [7], and web-based therapies [6]. These findings
indicate that the classifications can be applied to web-based
anonymous gambler chat meetings. Moreover, individuals with
3-year continuous abstinent periods were considered more robust
abstinent individuals than those who had 90-day abstinent
periods [25,26], although several studies have considered
individuals with 90-day abstinent periods as abstinent
individuals [3]. Several gambling studies have used data related
to gamblers with 1-year continuous abstinent periods rather
than those with 90-day abstinent periods [27,28]. In this study,
gamblers with at least 3-year continuous abstinent periods were
regarded as abstinent gamblers.
Based on studies on change and sustain talk classifications
[16,21-23] and the change talk classifier [8], the change talk
model in this study was developed to differentiate abstinent and
nonabstinent gamblers. Recent studies have shown that instead
of evaluating change and sustain talks separately, both must be
evaluated simultaneously [16,22,23]. Hence, our study model
considers the number of change talks and sustain talks as x and
y axes variables in a scatter plot, respectively (Figure 1).
Furthermore, the proportion of change talks (number of change
talks/number of change and sustain talks) was evaluated in this
study because studies have indicated that the proportion of
change talks was a better index of improved outcomes than the
number of change talks [16,22,23]. To validate this study’s
findings with those of previous studies [16,22,23], this study
hypothesized that the proportion of change talks among abstinent
gamblers will be higher than that in nonabstinent gamblers in
web-based anonymous gambler chat meetings.

Methods
This study used registry data from the internet.

Data Source
The author of this study accessed web-based anonymous
gambler chat meeting data in Japan [29]. The meetings were
conducted since September 2008 through web-based text chats
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with no pictures or sounds. A few offline meetings were
conducted for a year in Osaka, Tokyo, or Sapporo. The
web-based anonymous gambler chat meetings has no
relationship with the Gamblers Anonymous group [28]. To post
in the meetings, users had to be approved by the administrator
in advance. Individuals who could participate in the meetings
were those who were experiencing a gambling problem or their
family members who were experiencing a gambling problem.
The meetings were conducted by gamblers without any strict
rules, and no outside experts were involved at all. The meetings
were divided into those for users aiming for 1 week, 1 month,
3 months, 6 months, 1 year, 3 years, and more than 3 years of
gambling abstinence, and users attended the meetings based on
the number of days they had remained gambling-abstinent.
However, these meetings had no strict rules, and a user aiming
for 3-month gambling abstinence may attend a meeting for those
aiming for 1-month gambling abstinence and vice versa. There
were meetings for chatting as well as for providing daily reports
and reports of memorial days (such as 100 abstinent days).
Furthermore, these meetings were always open and free to join;
therefore, the time and duration of participation varied widely
among users (Table 1). Table 1 shows a comparison of the
demographic variables, gambling history, gambling symptoms,
participation forms, and characteristics of the utterances in
web-based anonymous gambler chat meetings between abstinent
and nonabstinent gamblers. In Table 1, abstinent gamblers refers
to gamblers who have remained abstinent without relapse for
at least three years. The utterance classifier in this study involves
6 clusters, but only participants’ change talk and sustain talk
clusters were used in this study. The data size of the
demographic variables and gambling histories was smaller than
that of the utterances. The proportion of change talks was the
number of change talks per the total number of change and
sustain talks. Some users did not have any change and sustain
talks; thus, their proportions were not calculated. When a single
meeting exceeded 5000 posts, it would end and a new meeting
would be started. These meetings spanned multiple days or
months and were rarely completed within a day.
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Table 1. Comparison of the demographic variables, gambling history, gambling symptoms, participation forms, and characteristics of the utterances
in web-based anonymous gambler chat meetings between abstinent and nonabstinent gamblers.
Characteristics

Abstinent gamblers (n=267),
mean (SD)

Nonabstinent gamblers (n=1625),
mean (SD)

d

t (df)

P

Age (years)

35.000a (9.520)

35.811b (9.440)

–0.086 –0.896
(172.806)

.37

Proportion of males

0.845c

0.860d

N/Ae

–0.565
(256.025)

.57

Total amount of debt (million ¥)f

3.718g (6.602)

2.159h (3.727)

0.003

1.177 (27.320)

.25

Length of gambling (years)

15.301i (23.030)

11.843j (7.350)

0.202

1.272 (74.526)

.21

Number of symptoms (min:1,
max:10)

2.981 (1.801)

2.661 (1.766)

0.179

2.696 (355.278) .01

Gambling tolerance

0.408 (0.492)

0.371 (0.483)

0.076

1.146 (355.382) .25

Unsuccessful control over gambling

0.730 (0.445)

0.733 (0.442)

–0.007 –0.104
(358.057)

Preoccupied with gambling

0.667 (0.472)

0.542 (0.498)

0.257

3.969 (370.285) <.001

Lies in gambling

0.311 (0.464)

0.198 (0.399)

0.261

3.750 (333.748) <.001

Reliance on others to provide
money

0.094 (0.292)

0.079 (0.270)

0.051

0.747 (345.207) .46

Illegal acts for gambling

0.004 (0.061)

0.040 (0.196)

–0.250 –5.907
(1309.252)

value

Demographic variables

Gambling history

Gambling symptoms

.92

<.001

Participation forms in web-based anonymous gambler chat meetings
Participation length (days)

842.974 (904.471)

386.072 (616.142)

0.590

7.957 (307.817) <.001

Interval length (days)

16.168 (63.090)

24.241 (104.712)

–0.093 –1.735
(543.061)

.08

Utterance characteristics in web-based anonymous gambler chat meetings

a

Number of total utterances

2395.625 (5146.820)

613.065 (1797.483)

0.462

5.603 (276.750) <.001

Number of change talks

410.007 (764.597)

115.869 (303.165)

0.506

6.206 (279.889) <.001

Number of sustain talks

98.944 (192.787)

37.585 (97.324)

0.402

5.095 (288.661) <.001

The proportion of change talks

0.742k (0.200)

0.681l (0.231)

0.280

4.477 (392.158) <.001

Average probability of change
talks

0.298 (0.155)

0.299 (0.160)

–0.001 –0.022
(365.505)

.98

Average probability of sustain
talks

0.096 (0.062)

0.122 (0.076)

–0.369 –6.017
(406.651)

<.001

The proportion of change talks’
probability

0.730 (0.150)

0.685 (0.167)

0.285

4.495 (382.728) <.001

n=129.

b

n=771.

c

n=193.

d

n=1118.

e

N/A: not applicable.

f

¥1 million=US $9103.

g

n=26.

h

n=182.

i

n=73.

j

n=427.
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k

n=266.

l

n=1612.

Sample Size
Research focusing on 3-year continuous abstinent periods is
limited [27]; therefore, this study used 3-year-continuous
abstinent smokers’ studies [25] because smokers and gamblers
share similar biological and environmental factors [30]. In the
previous study [25], 13.8% of smokers achieved 3-year
abstinence with the help of treatment whereas 86.2% did not.
Based on the abovementioned findings [25], the allocation rate
between abstinent and nonabstinent gamblers was set as 0.16.
To show satisfactory power (0.95) with alpha (.05) for small
effect size (d=0.2), 2736 participants were required.

Participants
A total of 134 web-based anonymous gambler chat meetings
were web scraped on March 10, 2020 (Figure 2) [29]. Among

them, 35 meetings included private data and were thus excluded.
From the 99 remaining meetings, 3967 users were identified
based on their anonymous names. They posted Japanese texts
in the meetings from September 8, 2008 to March 10, 2020.
Among them, 1139 gamblers were excluded because their posts
included lesser than 3 words or included only advertisements
with “http.” Furthermore, 936 users were excluded because we
could not confirm the gambling symptoms in their lifetime based
on their posts (the evaluation of gambling symptoms is presented
in the next section). The final participants were 1892 gamblers
who experienced at least one gambling symptom in their
lifetime. The number of study participants (n=1892) did not
reach the ideal sample size (n=2736). To show satisfactory
power (0.95) with alpha (.05) in the 1892 participants, the effect
size must be over 0.24.

Figure 2. Data extraction of the participants.

Collection of Participants’ Basic Data
Gambling Symptoms
Among the users’ posts, texts were extracted based on keywords
related to 10 gambling symptoms, that is, 1 gambling symptom
related to illegal behaviors in gambling [31] and 9 symptoms
of gambling disorder as mentioned in the fifth edition of the
American Psychiatric Association’s Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders [1]. For example, “lie” is a keyword
used for examining the symptom of lies in gambling; therefore,
all texts involving “lie” were extracted. Two raters who majored
https://www.jmir.org/2021/6/e24088
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in clinical psychology as undergraduate students and received
2-hour training regarding gambling disorders from a Japanese
clinical psychologist [32] independently read the texts and
evaluated whether the user had experienced the aforementioned
10 symptoms in their lifetime. To check the validity of their
evaluation, the psychologist also blindly evaluated randomly
selected texts from 100 participants. Kappa coefficients
confirmed that the psychologist and the 2 raters were primarily
in “almost perfect or perfect agreement” [33] in their evaluation
of the presence of gambling symptoms (0.835 and 0.860, Table
S1 of Multimedia Appendix 1). Based on their assessments,
J Med Internet Res 2021 | vol. 23 | iss. 6 | e24088 | p. 5
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participants with at least one gambling symptom in their lifetime
were included as the final participants (Figure 2). Furthermore,
the number of gambling symptoms as well as the gambling
symptoms for which agreement between the psychologist and
the 2 raters was above “substantial agreement” (0.60) [33] are
also listed in Table S1 (Multimedia Appendix 1) as the basic
data for the user.

Demographic Variables
The sex and age of the participants were estimated using the
first 1000 words of the aforementioned gamblers because these
words frequently involved self-introduction statements.
One-third of these gamblers were determined using a Japanese
application [34] (Table 1).

Gambling History and Debt
Among the gamblers’ words, text was extracted based on the
keywords, including “years” and “history,” and the text was
read by the 2 raters. If the text revealed a gambling history, the
user’s years of gambling were recorded (Table 1). Similarly,
the text was extracted based on keywords such as “yen,” “ten
thousand,” “cash,” or “borrow.” If the text indicated a debt, the
debt was listed (Table 1). Missing data were excluded.

Participation Forms in Web-Based Anonymous Gambler
Chat Meetings
The length of the participation in the meetings was estimated
based on the days of the initial and final posts in the meetings.
Furthermore, participants’ posts in the meetings involving long
paragraphs were divided into 2 sentence units. If sentences were
lesser than 3 words or included “http,” they were removed. A
two-sentence text will herein be referred to as an utterance. The
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average interval of utterances was also estimated based on users’
participation length and number of utterances.

Outcomes
Users who registered as gamblers were provided with a personal
counter that automatically counts the number of days wherein
they ceased gambling. If they gamble, they report it to the
administrator who resets the number of days on the counter.
Those whose counters exceed 3 years are listed on a separate
website and exemplified as models who have stopped gambling.
According to the list on March 2020, 267 gamblers were
regarded as abstinent gamblers without relapse for at least 3
years with 639,632 utterances; the other 1625 gamblers were
regarded as nonabstinent gamblers with 996,231 utterances.
These counters and lists were created by the administrator
without the involvement of the author.

Implementation of the Change Talk Classifier
General Schema of the Change Talk Classifier
To create a change talk classifier, sparse composite document
vectors were used [35]. A total of 7376 Japanese news articles
were used to create a 200-dimensional word vector [36] (Figure
3A). To construct the document vector, 18,861 utterances were
used with 6 clusters: clients’ change, neutral, and sustain talks,
as well as therapists’ accepting, general, and rejection talks
[15,19,20] (Figure 3A). Although each cluster has subcategories,
the utterances were classified into clusters instead of
subcategories. Furthermore, half of the utterances in each cluster
was derived from 3 change talk manuals [15,19,20]; the other
half came from the initial parts of 11 web-based anonymous
gambler chat meetings [29].

Figure 3. Implementation of an automatic change talk classifier. A: Data sets for the change talk classifier; B: An example of a change talk classifier.
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Creation of Teachers’ Data

Independent Variables

Comments in the 3 manuals focused on other addictive behaviors
[15,19,20] and were converted into gambling topics, for
example, the comment “I am going to stop smoking tomorrow”
was changed to “I am going to stop gambling tomorrow.”
Additionally, several types of gambling are noted in Japan;
therefore, the word “gambling” was used to replace 17 specific
gambling terms such as “pachinko (Japanese pinball) game”
and “horse racing.” In addition, the Japanese language includes
several types of second personal pronouns [37]; therefore, 3
typical personal pronouns were used, namely, “anata,” “satosan,”
and the zero pronoun. Each comment in the manual was
converted into 51 different gambling comments (17 gamble
types × 3 pronoun types). Finally, 31,977 utterances related to
6 clusters were obtained from the manuals. Furthermore, 9519
utterances were identified during the initial parts of the 11
web-based anonymous gambler chat meetings. These utterances
were encoded by a Japanese clinical psychologist with expertise
in mail-based motivational interviewing [38]. Finally, 9519
utterances in the meetings related to the 6 clusters were obtained.

Change Talk

Preprocessing of Teachers’ Data
Comments longer than 2 sentences were considered as an
utterance. When the comment comprised a single sentence, the
sentence was randomly combined with another comment from
the same type of gambling (eg, “pachinko”), pronoun (eg,
“anata”), and subcategory (eg, “ability in change talks”)
utterances. The following 2 points were included as constraints.
First, one cluster from one source should have 1500 utterances
to reflect the rate of comments within the subcategories. Second,
if the number of utterances in a subcategory was lesser than 51
because of the first constraint, the utterances should continue
until they exceed 51. Finally, we obtained 18,861 utterances
tied with 6 clusters. During the training and testing of the change
talk classifier in this study, the number of words in each
utterance was fixed at 200 to remove the effects of this aspect
on the classification. For utterances of more than 200 words,
the exceeding words were removed. For utterances lesser than
200 words, the 2 sentences were repeated until they reached
200 words.

Performance of the Change Talk Classifier
Among the 18,861 utterances in 6 clusters (Figure 3A), 4/5 were
used as training data and 1/5 was used as test data. The training
and test sessions were repeated 5 times. The average scores of
precision and recall during these 5 sessions were 0.9399 and
0.9399, respectively. Utterances in web-based anonymous
gambler chat meetings were labeled based on the classifier used
in this study. For example, the classifier showed the estimated
probability of the following utterance: “Day 5 achieved.
Although I have been skipping posts lately, I have continued
to abstain from gambling” (Figure 3B). The estimated
probability of change talk was 0.9064, which is the maximum
probability among the 6 clusters. Hence, the utterance was
labeled as change talk (Figure 3B). Similarly, 1,635,863
utterances in the meetings were classified into 6 clusters. The
classifier in this study did not involve the list of abstinent
gamblers; the classifier was blind to the outcome.
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Based on the change talk classifier, the number of change talks
among 1892 gamblers was evaluated (Table 1). The estimated
probability that the classifier uses for classification was utilized
(Figure 3B) and showed the average probability of the change
talk (Table 1).

Sustain Talk
Similarly, the number of sustain talks was evaluated (Table 1).
The estimated probability for the classification was utilized
(Figure 3B) and showed the average probability of the sustain
talk (Table 1).

Proportion of Change Talks
Based on previous studies [16,22,23], the proportion of change
talks (number of change talks/number of change and sustain
talks) was evaluated in this study. Similarly, the proportion of
change talk probabilities (average probability of change
talks/average probabilities of change and sustain talks) was
evaluated.

Statistical Analysis
Model Comparison
Our change talk model for abstinence involved the number of
change and sustain talks as independent variables and 3-year
abstinence as outcomes (Figure 1). The number of change and
sustain talks was high; therefore, they were standardized in the
model (Figure 1). To find the best identification function for
abstinent and nonabstinent gamblers, a support vector machine
(SVM) was compared with a linear and (nonlinear) radial basis
kernel function (RBF). The cost of penalty and complexity of
boundary area parameters were estimated using the grid search
method [39] from the set of 10–4, 10–3, 10–2, 10–1, 1, and 101.
The 3 cross-validation accuracies of SVM with RBF (0.8555,
where cost of penalty and complexity of boundary area were
101 and 10–1, respectively) outperformed the accuracy of SVM
with linear function (0.8516, where cost of penalty and
complexity of boundary area were 10–3 and 10–3, respectively).
Hence, we used the SVM with RBF as the identification function
for abstinent and nonabstinent gamblers. The SVM has an
evaluation value that assesses the abstinence likelihood of
gambling, with a negative score indicating low abstinence
likelihood and a positive score indicating high abstinence
likelihood (Figure 1).

Visualization of the Optimal Abstinence Process
To visualize the differences in the optimal abstinence processes
of gamblers, the gradient descent method was used:
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where xi and yi are the standardized number of change and
sustain talks in trial i, respectively; f is the SVM identification
function with RBF; and are partial differentials of f at the
point xi and yi, respectively; and e is the learning rate set as 0.01.
The maximum number of trials was set to 500. Furthermore,
the current xi and yi monotonically increase and the area of the
partial differential is limited within the first quadrant. Moreover,
when the score of f at trial i was better than that at trial i +1, the
score of f at i was considered a local solution and the trials were
ceased.

Software Used
For sample size estimate and power analysis, G*power 3.1.9.4
was used [40]. To determine users’ age and sex through text,
COTOHA [34] was used. For Japanese text analysis, MeCab
[41] was used. The original Python codes [35] were used to
create the document vector.

Ethical Considerations
This study was approved by the ethics committee of a National
University in Japan (Reception number 222, ethical review on
September 1, 2020). Furthermore, all procedures were conducted
in accordance with the guidelines for studies involving human
participants, the ethical standards of the institutional research
committee, and the revised 1964 Helsinki Declaration and its
later amendments or comparable ethical standards.

Results
Comparison of the Basic Characteristics Between
Abstinent and Nonabstinent Gamblers
The gamblers examined in this study were primarily males
(1125/1311, 85.8%) and aged around 35 years (Table 1).
Although their sex, age, total amount of debt, and history of
gambling were not significantly different, abstinent gamblers
who had remained abstinent without relapse for at least three
years experienced significantly more gambling symptoms
(P=.01) than nonabstinent gamblers (Table 1). Although their
gambling symptoms such as gambling tolerance, unsuccessful
control over gambling, and reliance on others to provide money
were not significantly different, abstinent gamblers had
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significantly higher preoccupation (P<.001) with gambling and
lies for gambling compared with nonabstinent gamblers. The
nonabstinent gamblers were significantly more experienced in
illegal acts of gambling (P<.001) than abstinent gamblers. These
findings indicated that abstinent gamblers experienced more
gambling symptoms compared with nonabstinent gamblers
although the effect size was small (d=0.179-0.261).

Comparison of the Utterances in Web-Based
Anonymous Gambler Chat Meetings Between
Abstinent and Nonabstinent Gamblers
Abstinent gamblers participated significantly longer in the
meetings and talked more than nonabstinent gamblers (Table
1, both P<.001, d=0.590 and d=0.462, respectively). The average
probability of change talks was not significantly different
between abstinent and nonabstinent gamblers; however, the
average probability of sustain talks in nonabstinent gamblers
was significantly higher than that in abstinent gamblers (Table
1, P<.001, d=–0.369). Hence, the proportion of change talks’
probabilities (average probability of change talk/average
probabilities of change and sustain talks) in abstinent gamblers
was significantly higher than that in nonabstinent gamblers
(Table 1, P<.001, d=0.285). Similarly, the proportion of change
talks (number of change talks/number of change and sustain
talks) in abstinent gamblers was significantly higher than that
in nonabstinent gamblers (Table 1, P<.001, d=0.280). These
findings indicate that abstinent gamblers showed higher
proportion of change talks in the meetings compared with
nonabstinent gamblers. To clarify the proportion of change talks
between abstinent and nonabstinent gamblers, dynamic
differences in the utterances between abstinent and nonabstinent
gamblers were compared with similar number of utterances.
Figure 4A shows the accumulated numbers of change talks
between abstinent (ID# 2790) and nonabstinent (ID# 317)
gamblers. Figure 4A indicates that abstinent gamblers produced
more change talks than nonabstinent gamblers. Figure 4B shows
the accumulated numbers of sustain talks between them. In
contrast with that seen in change talks, nonabstinent gamblers
produced more sustain talks than abstinent gamblers. Figure 4
shows that the utterances of abstinent and nonabstinent gamblers
in the meetings showed dynamic differences.
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Figure 4. Dynamic differences in the change and sustain talks between abstinent and nonabstinent gamblers in web-based anonymous gambler chat
meetings. Blue and red lines in A and B indicate abstinent (ID# 2790) and nonabstinent (ID# 317) gamblers, respectively. A: The accumulated number
of change talks during web-based anonymous gambler chat meetings. The vertical and horizontal lines indicate the number of change talks and total
utterances, respectively. B: The accumulated number of sustain talks during web-based anonymous gambler chat meetings. The vertical and horizontal
lines indicate the number of sustain talks and total utterances, respectively.

Development of the Change Talk Model for Abstinence
To visualize the dynamic differences between abstinent and
nonabstinent gamblers, the change talk model for abstinence,
involving the number of change and sustain talks as independent
variables on x and y axes, respectively, classified 267 abstinent
gamblers and 1625 nonabstinent gamblers (Figure 1A). Before
classification, the correlations among the number of change
talks, the number of sustain talks, and gambling abstinence were
checked. The number of change and sustain talks were positively
correlated with gambling abstinence (r=0.247, r=0.182, both
were P<.001, n=1892). Moreover, the number of change talks
was positively correlated with the number of sustain talks
(r=0.676, P<.001, n=1892). These correlations indicated the
positive relation of these talks with gambling abstinence.
Figure 1A shows abstinent and nonabstinent gamblers scattered
on a map with the number of change and sustain talks on x and
y axes, respectively. The abstinence likelihoods of gambling
were also color-coded based on the SVM with RBF (accuracy
was 0.8555, where cost of penalty and complexity of boundary
area were 101 and 10–1, respectively). The strong red color
indicates low abstinence likelihood (negative evaluation scores)
whereas the strong blue color indicates high abstinence
likelihood (positive evaluation scores). Figure 1A shows that
participants who increased the number of change and sustain
talks were likely to move from the red zone to the blue zone,
which indicated that they increased their abstinence likelihood
of gambling.

Clinical Use of the Change Talk Model for Abstinence
To clarify the clinical use of our model, 1 beginner and 2
intermediate gamblers were plotted, and the individual
evaluation values for abstinence as well as their ideal proportion
of change talks were shown through the gradient descent method
(Figure 1B). To clarify the meanings of the number of change
https://www.jmir.org/2021/6/e24088
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and sustain talks, the numbers were unstandardized. The
beginner gambler (ID# 2665) started at 1 change talk and 1
sustain talk with evaluation value –1.000 and finished at 1657.16
change talks and 351.31 sustain talks with an evaluation value
of –0.588 after 500 trials. The beginner gambler’s (ID# 2665)
evaluation value at the end remained negative, thereby indicating
low abstinence likelihood. The ideal portion of change talks
(number of change talks/number of change and sustain talks)
for this gamble during the web-based anonymous gambler chat
meetings was regarded as 0.8254. One intermediate gambler
(ID# 2162) started at 2130 change talks and 441 sustain talks
with evaluation value –0.1167 and finished at 3731.94 change
talks and 813.04 sustain talks with evaluation value 2.507 after
500 trials. His evaluation value became positive at the end,
thereby indicating high abstinence likelihood. The best portion
of change talks for him during the meeting was considered
0.8115. The other intermediate gambler (ID# 1008) started at
3396 change talks and 259 sustain talks with evaluation value
–0.063 and finished at 4290.42 change talks and 787.67 sustain
talks with evaluation value +2.815 after 500 trials. This
gambler’s evaluation value turned positive at the end, thereby
indicating high abstinence likelihood. The best portion of change
talks for this gambler during the meetings was considered
0.6285. These findings indicate that the evaluation values are
personalized feedback for gamblers. Furthermore, high
proportions of change talks (over 0.80) were required for most
beginner gamblers, whereas the best proportions of change talks
were different among intermediate gamblers.

Discussion
Principal Results
The change talk classifier used in this study indicated 93%
precision and analyzed 1.63 million utterances in web-based
anonymous gambler chat meetings (Figure 3), thus leading to
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the development of the change talk model for gambling
abstinence. The abstinent map with evaluation values showed
the abstinence likelihoods of each gambler (Figure 1). Based
on suggestions from a previous study on anonymous group
meetings [4,5], this study confirmed that the abstinence process
in web-based anonymous gambler chat meetings was similar
to the process in other standardized therapies. Consistent with
the results of previous studies regarding face-to-face
motivational interviewing for gamblers [16,18,22,23], the
proportion of change talks was also linked with improved
outcome. In particular, the proportions at the initial stages were
positively linked with 3-year continued gambling abstinence.
This study advances previous findings regarding language
classifiers in mental health fields [42,43] in 2 ways. First, the
classifier used in previous studies classified the onset of mental
disorders, whereas the classifier in this study classified recovery
from a mental disorder. Second, the classifiers used in previous
studies served as a screening tool for the early detection of
mental disorders, whereas the classifier in this study is a
therapeutic tool for identifying the recovery process. The 2D
map with the abstinence likelihood slope used in this study was
helpful for showing personalized evaluation values and ideal
proportions of change talks, responding to every gambler’s
utterance in the meetings.
This study involves 2 new methodologies: a change talk
classifier and long-term data with dropout gamblers. First, this
study used machine-learning methods and automatically
classified gamblers’ utterances (Figure 3) [35]. Studies have
utilized human expert resources to classify gamblers’ utterances
[12,15,18-20,44-47], with limited data size (around 103) and
generalization of their findings. The change talk classifier used
in this study increased data size (over 106) similar to recent
mental health research [8,42,43] and was applicable to other
therapy processes focusing on change talks such as group and
individual therapies for healthy dieting and prevention of
substance abuse [16,23]. The utilization of the change talk
classifier for these therapies can save human resources about
change talk classification [12,19,20] and broaden the
applicability of change talk classifications or the core scheme
of motivational interviewing [14-16] for addictive disorders
[7,21].
This study also involved long-term data (maximum participation
length of 3872 days) with both dropout and ongoing data sets
(Figure 2, Table 1). Inclusion of these data sets enabled
extensive and detailed slope maps of abstinence likelihoods of
gambling. Studies have primarily utilized the initial and final
sessions’ scores of gamblers who completed the treatments.
However, considering their high dropout rates [48,49], these
data sets could bias gamblers’ characteristics. Moreover, the
data set involving only the first and last sessions does not show
the processes in between, and the model based on these data
sets does not reveal the abstinence likelihood corresponding to
the therapy processes [50]. Long-term data with dropout and
ongoing data sets can be helpful for estimating changes during
therapy, particularly for diseases that require extensive treatment
periods [25-28].
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Limitations
This study has 5 limitations. First, the number of female
participants in the study sample was limited. The abstinence
process differs between female and male participants [51];
therefore, future studies must involve more female participants.
Second, the current measurement of gamblers’ symptoms was
based on their utterances in web-based anonymous gambler
chat meetings. Hence, our measurement may underestimate
several gambling symptoms because the measurement could
not assess these symptoms that gamblers did not reveal in the
meetings. To compensate for these limitations, questionnaires
[32] or standardized interview [31] data are required in future
studies. Third, this study identified gamblers through their
anonymous names, but it is possible that 2 different gamblers
used the same anonymous name or that one gambler used
multiple anonymous names. Their identities could not be
checked because of the web-based anonymity settings. Another
data set such as physical meetings [24,49] would be helpful for
validating the findings of this study. Fourth, the small number
of long-term participants is also one of the study limitations.
This study model shows the highest likelihood area for gambling
abstinence (Figure 1A, top right most blue area); this implies
that individuals in this area will not benefit from participating
in web-based anonymous gambler chat meetings. This point
must be re-examined by collecting more data regarding
long-term participants. Fifth, the internal validity of this study
was limited because abstinent and nonabstinent gamblers freely
interacted and the proportion of their change talks was not
manipulated. To increase the internal validity, future studies
must consider an experimental design.

Conclusion
Despite these limitations, this study developed the change talk
model for gambling abstinence in web-based anonymous
gambler chat meetings with the change talk classifier. The
change talk classifier used in this study increased the data size
of psychotherapies [6,12,13,18,44-47] and broadened the
applicability of language analysis on social media for mental
health services [42,43]. The change talk model for abstinence
used in this study can provide personalized evaluation scores
for abstinence and an ideal proportion of change talks to the
gamblers responding to every utterance during the meetings. In
clinical settings, using this model, participants can determine
their abstinence likelihood because the evaluation values are
determined based on their previous utterances before they
participate in the meetings (Figure 1B). The ideal proportion
of change talks can be estimated using this model (Figure 1B)
and they can be motivated to comment at the meetings based
on that proportion. After the meeting, gamblers can also observe
changes in their evaluation values during the meeting, thus
allowing them to objectively evaluate their individual progress
of each meeting (Figure 1B). These factors are considered to
provide personalized feedback for participants [14,17] and can
likely lead to improved outcomes [38]. Providing personalized
evaluation values and the optimal proportion of change talks,
which were also validated in millions of data sets, can increase
the abstinence likelihood of gamblers. This may help to prevent
severe mental, social, and financial problems caused by the
gambling disorder [1-3].
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